
 
QUEENSLAND OVERVIEW  
 
As of Saturday 16 May 2020, as part of stage one (1) of the Queensland Government Roadmap to ease 
Queensland’s restrictions, clubs will be limited to 10 people at any one time, while observing social 
distancing of 1.5m and at least 1 person per four square meters of space. There is to be no bar or 
gaming activities at this stage.  
 
As of 12 June 2020, it is planned that under stage two restrictions this will increase to 20 people for the 
above activities (50 for Clubs in Outback Queensland).  
As of 10 July 2020, it is planned that under stage three (3), registered and licensed clubs may re-open, 
with limits of 100 people. This will extend to bar and gaming activities.  
Golf Australia will provide further operational guidance on any further changes closer to these dates. 
 
•  Golf can be played in groups of four  
•  All bookings should be made online, via phone or via text message. There should be no ‘roll-up play’. 

For clubs/facilities with online time sheets, these bookings should be strictly enforced to ensure no 
congregation in the pro shop or around the first tee. For those without online time sheets, it is 
recommended that bookings are made via phone.  

•  Club competitions can be run  
•  Shotgun starts should be avoided, to avoid gatherings of more than 10 people   
 
General hygiene principles required, including cleaning of facilities  
 
Golf Australia has previously communicated to clubs that their staff and volunteers should exhibit a 
heightened awareness of personal hygiene as has been encouraged by state and federal health 
departments and they should display a heightened regard for the sanitation of surfaces, of which their 
cleaning chemical provider will be able to provide guidance on.  
Golf Australia has provided Club & Facilities with specific easy to implement changes to regular 
operations to reduce the risk of transmission of COVID-19. These include:  
•  Placing social distancing signage around the clubhouse along with hand sanitisers  
•  Sanitise motorised carts, before and after use on all occasions.  
•  Sanitise all greenkeeping machinery before and after use on all occasions  
•  Removal of rakes from bunkers  
•  Encourage golfers to wear their glove when removing the flag stick. Refer temporary modification of 

the rules section which gives clubs the choice to adopt policies around flagsticks and bunkers.  
•  Remove cash transactions and encourage ‘Pay-Wave’ transactions where no contact is required  
•  Remove small pins from practice putting greens  
•  No hand shaking  
•  One (1) person per golf cart, unless both people live in the same household (proof required)  
 
As per health guidelines Golf Australia continues to recommend to clubs/facilities to advise their 
members and guests if they are experiencing any cold, flu or fever type symptoms they must not visit 
the golf facility. Additionally, we recommend that these persons should seek to get tested for COVID-19 
as soon as possible.  
 
Access and egress protocols  
Players should arrive at your facility no more than 10 minutes prior to their tee time (unless practice 
facilities allow for prescribed gathering guidelines). Upon arrival, players should head directly to the Pro 



Shop or check-in area, whilst adhering to density protocols. Scorecards, if in use, should be collected and 
players should head directly to the tee.  
At the conclusion of the round, players should immediately return to their car and depart the facility. 
Unless utilising a food and beverage service (following prescribed gathering guidelines), at no stage 
should players remain at the facility. Clubs/facilities should ensure that there are no mass gathering 
opportunities available to players in any area of your facility. 
 
Change rooms / Toilets  
Indoor toilets can be used, with a maximum of 10 people only, with a limit of one person per four square 
metres. Change, Locker & Shower rooms must be closed.  
 
Golf Australia recommends that items such as shoe cleaners, sun creams, hairbrushes and combs, hair 
gel and hair dryers from locker rooms should be removed.  
Where possible, leave doors ajar so the need to push doors open or turn door knobs is removed. Per 
above, it is important that clubs/facilities are comfortable in managing these restrictions.  
 
Carparks 
Players should leave the facility immediately after completing their round, unless they decide to utilise 
the food and beverage offering at the club/facility. No presentations can be held at the conclusion of 
play. 


